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- , Data Structures (SO%) 

1. (20%) 

Given a red-black tree in the following figure. 

After one node with value 778 is inserted, the resulting red-black tree is shown as follows. 

(a) (10%) Please describe the operation procedures for this insertion. 

(b) {10%) Please indicate the color and value of node A and node B, respectively. 

2. (10%) Given the expression, (x+y)*w+u/(v+x*w)+z, Please show the content in the stack after the operand 

vis read in postfix transformation. 

3. (20%) 

(a) (10%) Please finish the lost code for the choose function in the following Dijkstra shortest path 

implementation for a graph without negative-weight edges. 
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void shortestPath(int v, int cost[][MAX_VERTICES], int distance[], int n, short int found[]) 

{/*cost is the adjacency matrix* I 
int i,u,w; 

} 

for (i=O; i<n; i++) { 

found[i] =FALSE; 

distance[i] = cost[v][i]; 

found [v]= TRUE; 

distance[v]= 0; 

for (i=O; i<n-2; i++){ 

u=choose(distance, n, found); 

found[u]= TRUE; 

for (w=O;w<n;w++) 

} 

if (!found[w]) 

if (distance[u]+cost[u][w] < distance[w]) 

distance[ w 1 =distance[ u]+cost[ u] [ w ]; 

int choose (int distance[], int n, short int found[]) 

{ 

} 

inti, min, minpos; 

min = INT _MAX; 

minpos = -1; 

return minpos; 

(b) (10%) In a directed graph without a cycle of negative length but with a negative-length edge, we can 

implement Bellman-Ford algorithm as follows to compute shortest paths. Please fill in the lost code. 

void BellmanFord (int n, int v){ 

} 

for (inti =0; i<n; i++) 

d istance[i] =cost [ v] [i]; 

for (int k=2; k<=n-1;k++) 

for(------
for( ______ _ 

if (distance[u]> distance[i]+cost[i][u]) 

distance[ u ]=d istance[i]+cost[i] [ u ]; 
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4. (10%) Prove or disprove: The single-source shortest paths problem can be solved in linear time in directed acyclic 

graphs. 

5. (15%) The matrix-chain multiplication problem can be stated as follows: Given a chain (A1, A2, ... , An) of n matrices, 

where for i=1,2, ... ,n, matrix A; has dimension p;-lxp;, fully parenthesize the productA1A2 .. ·An in a way that minimizes 

the number of scalar multiplications. Suppose that you have 6 matrices: A1 has dimension 30x35, A2 has dimension 

3Sx15, A3 has dimension 1Sx5, A4 has dimension Sx10, As has dimension 10x20, A6 has dimension 20x30. Please 

calculate the minimum number of scalar multiplications. 

6. (10%) Give asymptotic upper and lower bounds for T(n) = 2T(n) +.[;,.Assume that T(n) is constant for n~2. 
4 

Make your bounds as tight as possible. 

7. (15%) Consider the problem of finding the 5-vector x = (x;) that satisfies 
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Determine whether there exists a solution or there is no solution. 


